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The Natural Vibration Characteristics of Human Ossicles
Ching-Feng Chou1, MD; Jen-Fang Yu2,3, PhD; Chin-Kuo Chen1,3, MD
Background: Recently, a model of the ossicular chain for finite element analysis has been
developed. However, the natural vibration characteristics of human ossicles
have never been studied. Herein, we investigated the dynamic characteristics
of the coupling of in-vivo ossicles using finite element analysis.
Methods:
The geometry of the ossicular chain was obtained by high-resolution computed tomography of the temporal bone, and a 3D model of the ossicular
chain was reconstructed by the medical imaging software, Amira®. The file
was then imported into the finite element analysis software, ANSYS®. The
natural vibration characteristics of human ossicles were measured by finite
element analysis.
Results:
The characteristic dimensions of the model were measured and compared
with previously published data. The malleus resonated to sound stimuli at 3
kHz and 4 kHz; the incus and stapes did not resonate to sound stimuli at any
frequency. A coupling of the incus and malleus easily resonated to sound
stimuli at 5 kHz. A coupling of the incus and stapes easily resonated to
sound stimuli at 3 kHz. The coupling of the ossicular chain easily resonated
to sound stimuli at 5 kHz, 6 kHz and 8 kHz.
Conclusion: The dynamic characteristics of the ossicular chain were analyzed by finite
element analysis method. The characteristics of a free vibration model of the
ossicles could be determined, which would be helpful in evaluation and consultation for ossicular prosthesis development.
(Chang Gung Med J 2011;34:160-5)
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T

he human middle ear, including the tympanic
membrane and the three auditory ossicles
(malleus, incus, and stapes), is the mechanical system for sound transmission from the outer to the
inner ear. Vibration of the ossicles generates a wave
in the cochlea. An accurate three-dimensional geometric model of the human middle ear is a critical
first step in visualizing its spatial structure and carrying our further morphologic studies.

Many quantitative models of the middle ear
conduction have been derived to adequately predict
some behaviors of the normal and pathologic middle
ear.(1-4) Finite element modeling has distinct advantages in modeling the middle ear over circuit models
that correspond indirectly with its structure and
geometry. Funnell and Laszlo published the first
finite element model of the middle ear in 1978, (5)
simulating the cat tympanic membrane. With the
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addition of inertial and damping effects and footplate
and cochlear impedance to the existing tympanic
membrane model,(6) a three-dimensional finite element model of the cat middle ear was later developed.(7) Lesser and Williams created a two-dimensional cross-sectional finite element model of the
human tympanic membrane with the malleus and
analyzed the static displacements of the tympanic
membrane and malleus under a uniform load. (8)
Lesser et al. and Williams et al. then examined the
effects of several tympanic membrane parameters on
the natural frequencies in an finite element model of
the human tympanic membrane and the resulting
mechanical effects of positioning tissue grafts on
reconstructed ossicular chains. (9-11) A three-dimensional finite element model of the middle ear was
reported by Wada et al. to investigate vibration patterns at resonance frequencies with characteristics of
pressure transmission in normal middle ears and
those with pathologic conditions.(12) The finite element models of Beer et al. were based on more accurate middle ear geometry obtained by laser scanning
microscopy.(13,14) Prendergast et al. also reported a
three-dimensional finite element model of the middle
ear,(15) which included the tympanic membrane, the
ossicles, and some attached soft tissues. All these
models have contributed to a better understanding of
human middle ear biomechanics. To the best of our
knowledge, the natural vibrations of the ossicles
have never been studied.
Herein, we developed a finite element model for
analysis of the naturally resonant frequency of invivo human ossicles. The characteristics of a free
vibration model of in-vivo ossicles could be determined.

file format (SAT) by computer-aided design and then
the SAT file was imported into the finite element
analysis software, ANSYS®. A finite element model
of the ossicles was built by adopting the SOLID185
program from ANSYS and by the free meshing
method shown in Fig. 2. The repeated nodes between
ossicles were assumed to be combined as one single
node. The finite element model of the ossicles was
then built up. The material parameters for each part
of the ossicles were different. Only Poisson’s ratio
for the overall structure was assumed to be 0.3
because the parameter used in most studies was quite
close to this value. Based on a previous study by
Funnell and Laszlo,(16) the analysis of the dynamic
characteristics of the ossicles was not affected by
Poisson’s ratio significantly. The damping matrix is
shown below:
[c] = α [M] + β [K]
where [M] and [K] indicate the mass matrix and

Fig. 1 A three-dimensional image of in-vivo human ossicles.

METHODS
The geometry of the ossicles was acquired by
computed tomography (CT) imaging of one patient
in this study. High-resolution computed tomography
(HRCT) of the temporal bone was performed on a
64-slice CT scanner (Aquilion TSX-101 A, Toshiba
Medical Systems Corporation, Japan). A 3D model
of the ossicles was reconstructed by the medical
imaging software, Amira®, version 4.1 (Mercury
Computer Systems Inc., Chelmsford, MA, U.S.A.),
as shown in Fig. 1. The file format of the 3D model
was transformed from the .stl file format into the .sat
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stiffness matrix, respectively; α and β indicate the
damping parameters.(17) The overall structure consisted of the three ossicles, the joints between the incus
and stapes, and the springs on the stapes.
The incudomalleolar joint (I-M joint) was
adopted based on previous study which reported that
there is no relative motion between the malleus and
incus at low frequencies (< 3 kHz). Therefore, the
Young’s modulus was assumed to be 14.1 GPa. The
nodes that connected the malleus and incus were
combined into one node in this study. The joints
between the incus and stapes were adopted according
to a previous study which reported that there is no
stiffness displacement on the joints under circumstance of the serious variety of noise and pressure.(18)
In addition, there was some relative motion between
the incus and stapes. The inner ear was protected and
would not be damaged by the large displacement of
the stapes footplate. Additionally, the joints between
the incus and stapes were assumed to be homogeneous materials and equivalent, and the Young’s
modulus was 0.6 MPa.(19) The material properties
adopted in this study are shown in the Table 1. The
analysis focused on 6 combinations of ossicles
including individual ossicles, coupled ossicles and
the ossicular chain. The naturally resonant frequency
and the modal vector were obtained with free-free
conditions by the block Lanczos method. Then the
solution of the model was obtained by transforming
the system to the modal coordinates. The naturally
resonant frequencies of the ossicles including the

D (kg/m3)
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2.20*103

I-S joint
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malleus, the incus and the stapes, and the dynamic
characteristics of the 6 coupling effects among the
ossicles based on audible frequencies at 250/ 500/
750/ 1k/ 2k/ 3k/ 4k/ and 8k Hz were obtained.

RESULTS
A 3D ossicular model was established by finite
element analysis using HRCT of the temporal bone
(Fig. 2). The three-dimensional model created by the
finite element method is close to the bounds of the
experimental curves of Nishihara’s, Huber’s, Gan’s,
Sun’s and Lee’s data.(20-24) The vibration charateristics
of the ossicles were then analyzed. As shown in Fig.
3, the free vibration at the point of coupling of the
umbo of the eardrum and malleus was evaluated at 8
frequencies (250/ 500/ 750/ 1k/ 2k/ 3k/ 4k/ and 8k
Hz) Based on the modal analysis of the ossicles, we
found that the malleus resonated to sound stimuli at
3 kHz and 4 kHz; the incus and stapes would not resonate to sound stimuli at any frequency. For the
couped structures of the ossicles, the coupling of the
incus and malleus easily resonated to sound stimuli
at 5 kHz. The coupling of the incus and stapes easily
resonated to sound stimuli at 3 kHz. The coupling of
the ossicular chain easily resonated to sound stimuli
at 5 kHz, 6 kHz and 8 kHz. According to these
results, resonance between the structures of the ossicles occurred at 3 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz, which
means these three audible frequencies can induce
damage to inner ear by resonance.

DISCUSSION

Table 1. Material Properties of the Ossicles
Structure
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E (N/m2)

1.41*1010

1.41*1010

1.41*1010
6*105

A 3D model of the ossicles was successfully
reconstructed with CT imaging of in-vivo human
ossicles in this study. Then the dynamic characteristics of the ossicles were analyzed by finite element
analysis. Based on a 3D model, a clinician could
immediately know the distribution of ossicles for
patients. In-vivo ossicular geometry has benefits in
developing proper prostheses for middle ear reconstruction. After understanding the dynamic characteristics using the finite element method, evaluation
for substitute implants could be offered preoperatively. In our study, the three ossicles resonated to sound
stimuli at different frequencies. The coupling structure was also evaluated. According to the above
results, resonance between ossicles occurs at 3 kHz,
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4 kHz and 8 kHz, which means these three audible
frequencies can induce damage to the inner ear by
resonance. However, the induced resonance did not
damage the structure of the ossicles, because the ligaments and muscles in the normal ossicular chain

reduce the resonance.
The individual ossicles did not easily resonate to
frequencies used for clinical hearing tests. However,
the natural frequency of the coupling of the ossicles
would be similar to sound stimuli frequencies used

Fig. 3 The vibration amplitudes of malleus and umbo of the eardrum based on audible frequencies at 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 750 Hz, 1
kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz.
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for clinical hearing tests. In addition, the structure of
prostheses and the residual ossicles can be damaged
because there is no ligament-like or muscle-like
structure to reduce the resonance for the ossicle-sclerosis patient treated with a prosthesis. Therefore,
postoperative tracking should be done to determine
whether the ossicular chain and ossicle prosthesis
resonate more easily to sound stimuli. We will evaluate the effects of vibration on prostheses in future
research.
A finite element model can be of benefit in clinical applications, such as middle ear reconstruction,
and predict the effects of vibration on ossicles. The
ossicular finite element model also has potential in
the study of otosclerosis, middle ear implant devices,
and eardrum perforation.(23) Our model needs to be
modified in several ways, such as an accurate boundary index of the intraossicular ligments and muscles
in the middle ear, and the mechanical properties and
interaction of the inner ear and outer ear canal.
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̈ᙥ۞ҋॎજপّ
प1 Ҵ̥͞2,3 ౘᐅ઼1,3
ࡦ ഀĈ ֽܕĂ̈ᙥ۞ѣࢨ̮৵̶ژሀ̏ݭགྷޙϲĂҭ၆ٺ̈ᙥ۞ҋॎજপّ̪
ϏΐͽࡁտĄԧࣇဘྏӀϡѣࢨ̮৵̶ֽژ̈ᙥ۞જၗপّĄ
͞ ڱĈ Ӏϡཝᕝᆸᑭߤז̈ᙥ۞ೀңဦԛĂ࿅ Amira® ޙϲϲវᇆညሀĂГ
གྷϤ ANSYS® ޙϲѣࢨ̮৵ሀĂᖣϤѣࢨ̮৵̶ژ̈ᙥ۞ҋॎજপّĄ
ඕ ڍĈ ᗍд 3kHz ྫྷ 4kHz ٽயϠВॎćಏ˘۞⟻ٕߏ㑷ᄃЇңᓏࢰᐛத࠰ϏயϠВ
ॎć⟻ᄃᗍઊЪд 5kHz ٽயϠВॎć⟻ᄃ㑷ઊЪд 3kHz ٽயϠВॎć
̈ᙥઊЪٽд 5kHză6kHză8kHz ඈᐛதயϠВॎĄ
ඕ ኢĈ ώࡁտֹϡѣࢨ̮৵̶ژ̈ᙥ۞જၗপّĂֽଣ̈۞ॎજሀёĂ၆ٺෞ
Ҥ̈ཌྷវ۞ങˢߏѣᑒӄ۞Ą
(طܜᗁᄫ 2011;34:160-5)
ᙯᔣෟĈ̈ᙥĂॎજ̶ژĂѣࢨ̮৵ڱĂཝᕝᆸବೡ
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